
KGE Board of Directors  Minutes for 2012-08-05:

TS – Tim Schafer, President
BB – Brandon Burns, Secretary
RG – Ray Gallerani, Treasurer
JL – Jammey Lewis, Odd Year Seat
DA – Dave Angell, Even Year Seat

1) Quorum Check:  1:20
Tim Schafer, President
Brandon Burns, Secretary
Ray Gallerani, Treasurer
Jammey Lewis, Odd Year Seat
Dave Angell, Even ear Seat

2) Sergeant-at-Arms
 (Chair checks for a secretary and elects a Sergeant-at-Arms to assist the BOD.)
Dan Walker

3) Call to Order / Roll CallTime:_1:20____
(Chair has the secretary take role call and watch for the 1/2-hour deadline for late arrivals.)
Tim  Schafer
Brandon Burns
Ray Gallerani
Jammey Lewis
Dave Angell
Craig Jarvis, GM
Laura Kate Luckins
Dan Walker
Steve Jones, PM
Neil Kiernan
Brad Pace
Jeff Harvey, Safety Director
Laura Marsh
Heidi Ligget
Keri Zimmerman, Web Admin/BLD
Joe Guy 1:55

4) Special Business: Time:_1:23____
Heidi Ligget Impeachment – 1:23
TS – noted error in process in that we weren’t following certain processes.  Would like to officially 
apologize.  
HL – Whether she has a position isn’t important, she sees things that needs to be done and wants to see it 
happen, this highlights flaws in the sops.  No consistency.  10 people can get someone removed, not even 
8%, number should go up significantly.  Up to her would scrap SOP and start over.  Too much room for 
politics, which is holding kanar back and KGE back.  Going over things from 15 years ago just with 
different people.  That needs to change.  Yes, she crossed the line with Clayton and Jammey that she posted
publicly.  The fact that it went to firing was the board’s call, if that’s the grounds for firing then we’re 
setting the bar.  If we now say that was too harsh let’s reverse that then we have to hold the same standard 
for Jammey’s review.  We have to set president for what was best for kge.  When she ran in January she 
was ready  to go.  Last work day there were lots of people and lots of things got done.  She rewarded with 
steak afterward.  That momentum is gone.  There has been 2 months with an interim bod.  If she takes the 
position back she has to rebuild momentum and may not get anything done for the rest of the year, and this 
isn’t just her.  Last meeting a jrb and impeachment.  This meeting there is an impeachment and 2 reviews.  
We aren’t going to get it done and proposals and budgets.  The cycle has to stop.  She doesn’t care about 



having the job, she will continue attending  and having fun but we have to think about what we want to do. 
TS – apologizes officially and will stick behind the decision made.  He does not feel based on our 
proceedings that the 5 year policy should be imposed.  She is welcome to run again.
  
Nominations – (for upcoming BOD general seats replaced in July – 4.3.9.2) 
Nominations open until the end of meeting
Change of BOD members – (Fill empty Board of Directors seats)

Elections – (Seats up via tardiness can not be voted on until after 1/2-hour into the meeting.  Nominations 
should be opened on the 5th meeting of the year and hired at the 6th meeting of the year)
 - BLD election
Keri Zimmerman
Brad Pace
Heidi Ligget
** Change the SOP 5.4.3 from election to appointment and in RO that we have the ability to vote no 
instead of counting as an abstention.  
TS:  Brad   RG:  NO  BB:  NO  JL:  Brad  DA:  Brad
Brad Pace 
Change of Staff members – (Fill open KGE/Kanar position seats) 1:56
Brad Pace – BLD
On the record request:  Like to have a copy of KGE’s finances so he can responsibly make a budget with 
projected income and outgoing.

Judicial Review Requests – (Observe the 2 week deadline)
Joe Guy – impeachment 

JL – to note that impeached should not have copy of signatures and people that signed it.  
It is the finding of these proceedings that Jammey Lewis is to be under watch for belligerent or 
unprofessional behavior.    Should an incident occur the JRB members hold the right to immediately 
remove Jammey Lewis from his position as a Disciplinary Action.  

Normal Reviews – (i.e. – year ending – done at the 6th meeting) 
Eric Stark – Not present
Web Admin – Keri Zimmerman
RG – Little turmoil, looking forward to the future.
JL – At the end of the last meeting we voted to move money to Web Imagine and now we’ve changed hosts
without permission to host gator.  Feels that web admin acted in bad faith of Web Imagine and made bad 
choices.  Can’t trust Web Admin to do what we’ve asked.  
DA – TS pointed out that it didn’t matter which company and that if we needed 2 months to support this 
company then things would have been smoothly.  He thinks that we should have had what we were moving
to well before dropping the previous.  
-Most of his concern comes down to the shift in servers and how she handled that.  Aware that kge did 
business with Host Gator previously and is concerned because we left because they weren’t the best choice 
for what we were doing.  Hasn’t seen a comparison to other service providers.  The website looks the same 
and is running fine.  There was a hiccup at first but fine now.  The decision to switch wasn’t sent to Dave at
first.  Would like her to keep us more in the loop and better communication.  
BB – Had some staffing issues early on, resolved now.  Would like her to improve communication with the
board on what she’s done.  
RG – no comment
TS – When things were hastily done it was his understanding that he was voting to keep a web site goin.  
The Web Admin took that money and got a website.  The way she went about it wasn’t as transparent as he 
would have like but the results are the same, website is up and running.  Has seen new website and is 
happier with it from a company stand point.  Would like to see communication between web admin and her
direct contact with the board be more transparent.  



GM – Craig Jarvis 
JL – When he requested the review it was after the 2nd event.  First event all information he received was 
that it was one of the worst event he’d ever had.  Couple players used the word shaken.  Mixed reviews at 
the 2nd event last year.  At his review last year he was concerned that he was falling into habits of previous 
year.  Has heard good reviews since.  Moving back toward you should be there or you’ll miss something.  
Situation has played dramatically.  Concerned with an issue with BP but doesn’t need to be discussed at an 
open meeting.  Has had no personal point of reference.  
TS – Have you reviewed comments with Craig so he can have feedback?  JL – no.
RG – very happy with the direction things are going, understands that new gm and staff is a change.  When 
he returned he heard lots of complaints, there is a transition period, fully expects them.  Feels we have 
passed hurtles, will still be more to come.  Numbers are up, we’re consistently getting 8 new players each 
event and we’re moving in a positive direction.  Each event we’re getting better.  
DA – First event had hiccups but most were due to environmental issues and huge influx of new players 
with no idea what they’re doing.  Outside of that it’s been a roller coaster with nothing but good things 
from the individuals that attended.  Even individuals with intention of going for a few minutes for one day 
have ended up staying for the whole event.  Good job selecting a team.  
BB – NPC tent location seems to be the biggest hitch.  Numbers are up.  Good job.  
TS – Good job, numbers are great, please work on SWI.  Discussed this at length not just at having but also
what we don’t need and what’s unnecessary.  Board needs to examine how to make things simpler but keep
status quo.  Becoming apparent that K1 is our flagship game and bod will always have the eye over the 
staff but we try and step back as much as possible and expects great results and what we’ve seen this year is
damn good.

TS – Motion to skip to old business.  RG 2nd.  3 for1 opposed 1 ab
DA – Move to recess.  TS to move to recess until 3:20
Budget Reviews – (from the previous year – done at the 1st meeting)
Budget Submissions 4:00
Web Admin
1200.00
JL – What is forum integration and why are we paying for it if our current site has it?
KL – Because we’d need it for a new website.
JL – Donate time to JH
JH – New website is using all free software, this would theme them.  Done all this before and these were 
grossly under utilized.  User database is free.  A lot of what’s on the budget are items that are padded.  If 
you’re going to pay to have a website done pay for it, don’t hide it.  We should pay for it but everything 
they’re using is free.  
KL – After speaking with Tom a lot of the money that’s been requested is for some of the add-ons that we 
need to purchase to make everything integrate properly.
DA – Would like to see a written out plan to describe these things.  Doesn’t know about a lot of the online 
things which would describe what these are.  
RG – Last Web Admin team, when he asked for interactive map and wiki and timeline they said no one 
would do it for under 10k.  We have a web designer, new player to kanar, who’s willing to do the work for 
us for that site for 1200.  
JH – This won’t work the way we think it will, if he’s doing it for 1200 it’s a steal.
JL – Not listed on the budget
TS – Question, unanimous.
TS – Y  BB – Y  RG – Y  JL – N DA – N 

Feast Budget – One Days come out of the GM budget.
JL – GM is not approved to pay for budgets that aren’t approved by the board and GM doesn’t have the 
ability to charge more than event dues and this event is charging 20.00.  
TS – Move to last budget

Expand Steven’s Disposal Budget – Include a hand washing station not to exceed 300.00 for the remainder 



of the year.
RG – To expand the Steven’s services.  We have 3 Porta-Johns.  We should have 6.  Also suggested a hand 
washing station so that people can wash their hands too.  Hand washing was like 65.00/month.  
JH – Only need 4 johns and we need hand sanitizing station.  We can otherwise manage what we have and 
doesn’t want to see us overreact.  
TS – Can we table until next weekend?
Populace – Handwashing station?
TS – So 65.00/month and 
BB – Question.  TS – A BB – Y  RG – Y  DA – Y  JL – Y

BLD  - Withdrawn

Feast Budget
Handle as open discussion.  Move to open discussion.  4:40
JL – Issue with even currently referred to as summer feast is that it’s not come to the board and no one was 
ever asked about it.  Is this a feast or a 1 day being run by the gm.  If it is why does it work unlike a one 
day.  Higher entry fee, KGE funds being brought in a run it.  Making him think that Rush committee and 
decided that they would decide it would happen.  Any money that comes in needs to be recording.  Should 
be approving what to do with that money.
RG – We have a feast fund with 2000 dollars.  Feast last year recovered 1200 dollars and change in a feast 
fund and no specifically called out as the winter feast fund, just a feast fund.  Recalls being in several GM 
reports that Craig wanted to run a summer court that was exactly along the lines of what all the people that 
wanted the IG/rules on feasts.  No one ever said no.  Craig said he didn’t have time and asked Rush 
committee to help out.  Jason Heinrich was already putting together the fb blasts.  Up until recently this was
a go.  
DA – Biggest issue, if we’re going to use the feast fund then we need to approve a feast.  If we want to run 
this as a feast event but approve it as a one day then that’s what it is.  
TS – Agrees that we need to propose a feast event.  
BP – Is it ever said that the money from feast goes back to feast?
TS – Feast fund has always been a rolling fund, never been addressed as anything else.
JH – what are the GKE staff requirements for this event?  Liability questions.
CJ – Precedent set by dark elf one days that we can charge different prices for special events.
BB – This event is covered under our larp insurance.
JH – Before this board and staff.
SJ – Is it outlined somewhere where when and how a feast comes to fruition?  Can he say that this is ok 
because it’s part of rush.
JL – then any of the rest of us could throw a feast at our house since Rush Committee doesn’t have any 
specs.  Fine with having this event.  Believes the ineptitude with which it was brought forward is poor so 
we’re here 2 weeks beforehand and everything’s been decided already.
CJ – Can this be done without KGE?  He’s holding a one day.
RG – No one ever discussed anything about this with him as an issue, he was given a here’s some money, 
go.  No one ever discussed if anything was too expensive or if we were too expensive.
JH – Difference is that he was told by the bod that he should throw a feast.  No one told him to do it.
BB – If you do this you can’t suspend the KGE policy.  
DA – The policy states that we can pull the alcohol exemption.  We can make the decisions if, for the 
future, we at least discuss it.
RG – I propose that KGE hold a Summer Feast.
TS – Would like to add a date to the proposal of 8/25/12
RG – Would like to propose that we suspend no alcohol at an event, but maintain 8 hours bottle to blade.  
BB – Friendly amend that we will charge 20.00 for prepayment and 30.00 to show up at the door.
DA – Ammend we are just taking advantage of bullet 5.  We are approving alcohol.
TS – All in favor of the motion.  Passes.
JL – Need a budget and person to collect budget.
TS – Can you do this on current budget?
RG – has been structured to pay for entirely with ticket sales.  Shouldn’t need the money.  If the current 
number of people that say they’ll attend then we’ll be fine.



TS – Motions that Summer feast lwill follow the same budgetary guidelines as winter feast.  
JL – Feast coordinator?
TS – Motions that the rush committee chair be placed in charge of the summer feast.
All in favors.
TS – Motion to adjourn – unanimous.

Rules Submissions – (Ask the PM 1st if they have any submissions for the end of the meeting.)
Calendar Submissions – (Should be done at the 3rd meeting.)
Calendar Submitted
Set following year’s Calendar – (Should be done at the 4th meeting.)
Insurance due – June 21st

Post Office Box due – June 21st

5) Address Open Action Items  Time:_____

6) Reports – Time:_____
Financial
Corporate Treasurer 

7) Reports – KGE Staff Members  Time:_____
BOD Corporate Secretary
BOD General Representative Seat Even Year
BOD General Representative Seat Odd Year
Building and Land Director
Safety Director
Website Administrator

8) Reports – Kanar Game Staff Members  Time:_____
K1 - Play Master
K1 - Game Master
K1 - Character Book Director
Feast Fund/Rush Committee

10) Reports – President  Time:_____
BOD Corporate President

11) Old Business  Time:_3:22____
(Include all tabled items here as well)

YY/MM/DD-#
Mission statement

2011/12/05 – 2 2nd: _RG_ TS: _Tabled___ BB: ___Y__ AS: ____ RG: __Y__  JL:         (Postponed__)
I, Ray Gallerani, propose that we write a KGE POL for SP and game debits

Rg – Would like to see a plan written, Brad Pace  since BLD?

BP – Could do this

BB – KGE all encompassing, not K1

RG – will leave it on the table.

2011/12/05 – 7 2nd: __ TS: _P___ BB: __P___ AS: ____ RG: _P___ JL:          (Withdrawn)
I, Tim Schafer, propose that we move all KGE banking from PNC to Chase
TS – would like to withdraw.



RG – will deposit money back to PNC.

2011/12/05 – 8 2nd: __ TS: _P___ BB: __P___ AS: ____ RG: _P___ JL:          (Postponed__)
Create side bank account with credit card limits for all the different budgets.  This would be in conjunction 
with Chase bank account.
TS – Would like to bring this from the table and withdraw
RG – would like to friendly amend to PNC from Chase.  As budgets get approved Ray will just have a card 
issued.  Would be sub-debit accounts.  We would have the main account and have stipends for the budget 
and give them money as needed.  
TS – would it act like a gift card or credit card.
RG – believes it’s a debit card so we’d have to double check.
DA – Overdraft protection now states that you cannot get overdrafts unless you specify that you want to.
TS – Requests to retable so we can investigate.  RG will look into how to do this with limits and not 
overdraft.

2012/06/03 – 1 2nd: JL__ TS: ____ BB: _____ RG: ____  JL:         DA:         (Passed__)
I, Craig Jarvis, propose that an agenda item: "Approve last meeting's minutes" be added to the KGE 
Agenda Template ”in special business” for all future meetings.
CJ – Legal item with the IRS.  They check our minutes and if there’s a problem, it was the board’s 
responsibility to review and approve the minutes so it’s the board’s responsibility.  
CJ – Friendly amend 4 right before special business, everything else goes down in number.  
DA – Acclaimation, no dissent.

2012/06/03 – 2 2nd: BB__ TS: ____ BB: _____ RG: ____  JL:         DA:         (Postponed__)
I, Craig Jarvis, propose the following line be added to the K1-SOP:

"2.1.2 K1 Safety Response Team 
K1 takes the safety of its players very seriously.  The K1/GSO Managers will appoint a K1 Safety 
Response Team Leader, whom will report to the KGE Safety Director on all matters within the Safety 
Director's purview.  K1 recognizes all KGE BOD members and their support staffs as authorities of 
Safety."
---
This addition will bring the K1-SOP into compliance with the KGE-SOP, which requires K1 have a SRTL, 
and requires the K1-SOP acknowledge the BOD and KGE Staff as "authorities on Safety".
CJ – KGE sop requires that the K1 sop has this line.  
JL – Concerns:  1.  This creates a second safety staff?  
TS – Creates a point of contact, not creating another staff.  
JL – 2.  Is this replacing anything or adding?
DA – Adding
TS – Point of clarification this makes it so SRTL would make them responsible for answering to the KGE 
Safety Direction.  We would want each game to have their own safety response guy answerable to KGE’s 
guy.  
JL – We’ve been trying to get away from making one elected official answerable to a totally different 
group.  
CJ – rules in K1 sop that states that they are required to report a SRTL.  
BB – I believe this brings it in line so that there’s essentially a top authority that each would be answerable 
to.
JL – Where is this cited?  Is this a position?
CJ – KGE 9.0.  
TS – We should change what is written.
JL – Wants to see this written to reflect what we want..
TS – Table to clarify 
BB – Postponing until next meeting.  No dissent.



2012/06/03 – 3 2nd: __ TS: ____ BB: _____ RG: ____  JL:         DA:         (Withdrawn__)
I, Tim Schafer propose that we create a BLD Mosquito Control Fund 
TS – Would like to withdraw.

2012/06/03 – 4 2nd: BB__ TS: ____ BB: _____ RG: ____  JL:         DA:         (Withdrawn__)
I, Craig Jarvis, propose that the board recognize K3’s sops and discuss any questions so that I may move 
forward with implementing K3’s game play
Following up on Ray's suggestion I would like to formally submit my documentation for K3 under KGE-
SOP section 9.0.
Attached are my SOP, my rulebook, and my skill chart.  The game is classless but not level-less, and take 
place in a world similar but not identical to Ilvaresh.

As required by section 9.0 bullet 5, I would like the following dates for K3 events in 2013.
February 9-10
May 11-12
August 10-11
November 9-10

Bullet 7
Heidi, may I have your written approval as BLD to use all of the structures on the KGE property?

Bullet 8
Jeff, may I have your written approval as SD that all of the safety requirements of your position are 
satisfied?

Bullet 9
Ray, may I have written approval from the Treasurer that all monetary fees and costs are budgeted, and 
agreed upon for the administration of K3?

Cheers, Craig

P.S. Sharp-eyed readers will note that the rulebook does not contain a spell list, much like the 2002 K1 
rulebook.  This is by design. 
CJ – Would like to withdraw

2012/06/03 – 5 2nd: __ TS: ____ BB: _____ RG: ____  JL:         DA:         (_Withdrawn_)
I, Therle Draganski, propose that KGE adopt the following social media policy:
KGE Social Media Policy (Draft-02)

Purpose: KGE makes use of social media sites specifically to enable positive discourse and dissemination 
of information in a constructive environment to members and the general public, utilizing such forum and 
media outlets including our own website and forums, and such social media sites as Facebook and Twitter, 
where those groups can be constructed as a positive outlet for our members.

We set forth these principles for use of social media as an entity.

1. Responsibility.

There is a disparagement in the interpretation that "Right to Expression" implies lack of consequence. Your
organization and its representatives will take responsibility for what they write, and exercise good judgment
and common sense.

2. Authenticity.

Consumers require transparency. Players and staff will include their name and, when appropriate, official 
titles.



3. Consideration.

Staff and players will remember that potential readers include current and potential clients. Proof-read 
before publishing any content that may serve to alienate other participants.

4. Judgment.

All participants will refrain from comments that may be interpreted as slurs, attacks or inflammatory barbs. 
The Internet is rife with varied opinions, but you remain responsible for yours, whether posting on an 
official forum or site, or an outside service that others may read when collecting an opinion on our 
organization.

5. Concept and Transparency.

The essence of community is the idea that it exists so that you can support others and they, in turn, can 
support you. Balance personal and professional information, and the important role that transparency plays 
in building a community. This will not be an environment where competition is encouraged or emphasized,
but rather a platform where members and officers feel comfortable sharing, connecting, and receiving 
advice or assistance.

6. Fair Use.

Always give proper credit for works you cite, and verify you have the right to use information or media 
belonging to someone else.

7. Confidential & Proprietary Information.

An incidental exposure of information is a matter of course in a public community. We must take steps to 
ensure that information is never maliciously or carelessly spread to the detriment of another player, or the 
community as a whole.

8. Value.

Our staff will include corporate concepts and ideas provided by members and staff for future product and 
development. Will not possible in all cases, news and press release information will be provided in a timely
enough manner to permit member interaction and discussion, whenever possible.

9. Productivity.

The website and social media outlets will be sufficiently charged with input and questions to stimulate a 
positive address and beneficial exchange of information.

10. Improvement.

This or any public release shall be updated periodically to ensure that these policies remain in the public 
eye, and continue to address the needs of the community as a whole.
BB – I like this but would like to postpone for some minor editing with Therle.
RG – At first glance I like this
BB – There is something that covers the issue I had because of a clause.
JL – Has base statement on postponing, would like to see this withdrawn and replaced with the update.
BB – Fine with withdrawing until next meeting, will get with Therle.

2012/06/03 – 6 2nd: __ TS: _Y___ BB: __Y___ RG: __Y__  JL: Y        DA:   AB      (Passes__)
I Brandon Burns propose that we strike the following from KGE SOP 4.0, bullet point 5:  each game’s.  
Replace with K1’s so it reads: Review the following positions at the last scheduled BOD meeting of the 



calendar year: Bouncer, Building & Land Director, Safety Director, Web Site Administrator and any 
personnel as designated in K1’s SOP.
Why:  If we were to rent our game to other organizations we would not have control over their SOPs.  I 
opted to switch for K1 under the assumption that it is our flagship game and will always be part of the 
product that KGE provides.
BB – this is just one step towards preparing for renting to other games and make it so we’re not responsible
for managing other games, just K1
TS – Theoretically other games could steal kanar underneath us if they were to all come out.  Far simpler 
for us to write up a rental agreement and handle other games in this fashion.  Believes this to be a good 
process.  Doesn’t know if this is an appropriate step toward this process.  
DA – Believes this to be unnecessary because kge could provide other games and different games could 
still just rent and not be a kge product.  
RG – Believes this just makes it clearer there is the possibility that people could use this to review people 
from other games even if they’re not a kge product.
JL – Believes that this doesn’t really change anything.
TS – Call the question

2012/06/03 – 7 2nd: __ TS: ____ BB: _____ RG: ____  JL:         DA:         (Postponed__)
I, Brandon Burns, propose that we add the following bullet point to KGE SOP 4.0:
Attend all scheduled BOD meetings.  In the event of personal emergencies notice must be given prior to the
meeting that they will not be attending.  
BB – Withdraw?  
JL – Don’t bring from the table
TS – Stays on the table

2012/06/03 – 8 2nd: __ TS: ____ BB: _____ RG: ____  JL:         DA:         (Postponed__)

I, Brandon Burns, propose that we add the following bullet point to KGE SOP:   4.2.2 General 
Representatives shall:  

Why:  Housekeeping.  I would like to see all members of the bod have job responsibilities.  This is just an 
option for listing it in keeping with the other position descriptions and duties.  
BB – Leave this on the table

2012/06/03 – 9 2nd: __ TS: _N___ BB: __A___ RG: __A__  JL:   N      DA:  N       (_Fails_)
I, Brandon Burns, propose that we add the following bullet point to KGE SOP 4.2.2:
Represent all KGE members and their opinions during BOD meetings.

Why:  The membership currently has no actual influence on the BOD beyond electing them.  This will 
ensure that not only are they represented, since they are the reason we have a business and any sort of 
revenue, they are also represented regardless of faction or personal sentiments.  
BB – Thinks it’s important that someone is representing the player’s interests.  There are already people 
representing the interests of the business.
DA – One is elected by the group of people based on their judgement.  How can you represent all players 
because it’s contradictory.  Unless you represent mpd you can’t do it.  
JL – Disagrees that 3 out of 5 aren’t here to represent the membership of the club.  2 it is their primary job 
and it’s everyone’s job to look out for the club.  Believes he represents the interests of the club as a whole.  
No way to enforce this.
RG – From some convos he’s had with the membership they’re under the impression that this is what’s 
supposed to be happening.  They’re there to talk to the membership and represent their views and opinons.
JH – As a voting member of the populace he believe it’s the responsibility of the bod to represent every 
member of the populace.  Believes you owe us the best judgement even if it’s not what people want.  
NK – If you bring pieces of information from the players then they’re represented and bringing their 
opinions forward they don’t need to agree with them.
TS – Agrees that you couldn’t do your job.  



DA – Call the question, all in favor

2012/06/03 – 10 2nd: __ TS: _Y___ BB: _Y____ RG: _Y___  JL:    A     DA: Y        (Passed__)

I, Brandon Burns propose that we add the following bullet point to KGE SOP 4.2.2:
Poll the membership at least 1/year on overall opinions on business decisions, goals, and K1 performance.  
The Even year representative should poll all members with last names that start with letters A-M.  The Odd
year representative should poll all members with last names that start with letters N-Z.  The results should 
be presented at the December BOD meeting.  
The even year representative should poll all members in the odd year season and the odd year 
representative should poll all members in the even year season.
To begin in the 2013 season.
 JL - As he recalls this used to be done when there were class reps on the IC.  
RG – Friendly amendment:  Change A-M and N-Z, doesn’t accurately split, let odd year rep do it on odd 
years and even year on the even years.
DA – Should we flip the year?  Friendly amend to switch year, odd year will do it during the even year and 
even year to do it during the odd year.
JL – Doesn’t believe it to be necessary.  Up until this point or at least for a long time our 2 general reps’ 
only job was to come to the meeting.  
BB – There is not technically a job for the reps.  This ensure that they’re doing something and they’re 
bringing people’s opinions to the board.
JL – This should be done by the corporate officers to show the players they care because we’re lifetime 
position
DA – the positions are finite and only last 2 years and people will not likely get reelected.
TS – Liked even year to even year and odd year to odd year because it prompts the reps to immediately 
start looking into what’s happened and they’re immediately bringing the members’ opinions to the board.
JL – to start with the people elected with the next cycle?  We didn’t sign up for this.
TS – Friendly amend to start at 2013?  
BB – Fine.
JL – Meant so Dave doesn’t have to either.  But if he’ll take it that’s fine.  How is this submitted?  How 
many actually qualify as having successfully completed this?
DA – He will mark down the people to whom he’s sent the poll.
KGE SOP 4.2.2:
Poll the membership at least 1/year on overall opinions on business decisions, goals, and K1 performance. 
The Even \Year Representative should poll all members in the odd year season and the Odd Year 
Representative should poll all members in the even year season.  The results should be presented at the 
December BOD meeting.  

To begin in the 2013 season.

TS – Question unanimous

2012/06/03 – 11 2nd: __ TS: ____ BB: _____ RG: ____  JL:         DA:         (Withdrawn__)
I, Brandon Burns, propose that we add the following bullet point to KG1 SOP 4.1.1:
Maintain office hours at the check in desk during K1 events of 5-9pm Friday, 12-9pm Saturday, and 12-
3pm Sunday to collect dues and ARFs and  hand out membership cards.

Why:  If we want to truly separate the game and the business we will have to start separating all functions.  
Players already have check in the playmaster staff, it would be easy for them to also take dues.  Eventually 
we will also have to think about splitting how elections are done for the K1 positions, if running the 2 as 
separate entities and allowing other games.  
BB – Been having the econ staff collect dues.  Ray?
RG – Working smoothly, SWI has been tweaked, otherwise running smoothly.  Need to build a drop 
container into the shed so at the end of the shift there’s a secure location



TS – Against this right now because it puts unneeded restraint on K1 staff.  Can be handled outside of the 
bullet point.  
RG – We can deputize and we can talk to the game staff and say we would like these hours and handle as 
we see fit.  
JH – Is this making this K1 event fees and collecting K1 money 
BB – Withdrawn right now.

2012/06/03 – 12 2nd: __ TS: ____ BB: _____ RG: ____  JL:         DA:         (_Withdrawn_)
I, Brandon Burns, propose that we add the following bullet point to KGE SOP 4.0:
Maintain office hours at the check in desk during K1 events of 5-9pm Friday, 12-9pm Saturday, and 12-
3pm Sunday to collect dues and ARFs, hand out membership cards, and be available for players to contact.

Why:  This gives us specific hours that we’re supposed to be open and what we do during office hours.  
This only needs to be looked at if the previous proposal doesn’t pass.  
BB - Withdrawn

2012/06/03 – 13 2nd: __ TS: ____ BB: _____ RG: ____  JL:         DA:         (_Withdrawn_)
I, Brandon Burns propose that we add the following bullet point to KGE SOP 4.0:  
Take at least one 3 hour shift at the check in desk during K1 events.

Why:  Currently no one is actually required to cover office hours, specifically.  This requires that everyone 
do their fair share in ensuring that the bod’s responsibilities get covered.  
BB – Withdrawn

2012/06/03 – 14 2nd: __ TS: _N___ BB: __N___ RG: _N___  JL:   N      DA:   N      (Fails__)
I, Brandon Burns propose that we add the following bullet point to KGE SOP 4.2.2:  

Write a monthly e-newsletter with staff announcements including current available agendas, minutes, rules 
changes, rules clarifications, scheduling, and story news from the GM. 
4.2.2.1:  The E-newsletter shall:

 Be released both 14 days before the BOD meeting with the agenda and 14 days after 
with the minutes

 A list of staff members and their KGE email addresses
Why:  This is something that the populace has responded favorably to, but our corporate officers are 
already very laden with duties.  This would guarantee that the members are receiving news but we aren’t 
asking more from BOD members that have many existing duties.  The dates are so that players are 
receiving both the agenda and minutes in a timely fashion.
BB – Think we should be doing this, but doesn’t have the time.
DA – we have the forum and website to pass information.  
JH – Need double opt out option for the web site
BP – Isn’t this what the MQ is for?
TS – Question BB RG opposed, TS for DA/JL opposed.  
RG – Could the rush committee do this?
JL – We should discuss rush committee jobs before giving them some.

JL – Move to return to budgets and 5 minute recess. 3:55
Acclamation.

2012/06/03 – 15 2nd: __ TS: ____ BB: _____ RG: ____  JL:         DA:         (__)
I, Brandon Burns propose that we change KGE SOP 4.7.3 Agenda Submissions to strike 14 days previous 
and replace with 21 days previous.  Then strike 14-day grace period and replace with 21-day grace period.  

Why:  I would like to see the Agenda made available to the public 14 days before the meeting so that the 
membership can peruse it and weigh in with their thoughts.  



Also, as meetings are generally the weekend after an event the players can speak to BOD members in 
person about their thoughts.  

2012/06/03 – 16 2nd: __ TS: ____ BB: _____ RG: ____  JL:         DA:         (__)

I, Brandon Burns propose that we change KGE SOP 4.1.3 bullet point 2.  Strike 6 days prior and replace 
with 14 days prior.

Why:  So that if mistakes are noticed or there are concerns there’s time to take them up with the Secretary 
and President and see them corrected.

2012/06/03 – 17 2nd: __ TS: ____ BB: _____ RG: ____  JL:         DA:         (__)
I, Brandon Burns propose that we add the following bullet point to KGE SOP 5.3:  Maintain a voluntary 
KGE members email list through the website as an official means for the BOD to contact players with news
and updates.  

Why:  This is one of the easiest ways for us to communicate with our members.  The function already 
exists; it just makes it mandatory to maintain it.  Right now players may subscribe or unsubscribe through 
the website.

2012/06/03 – 18 2nd: __ TS: ____ BB: _____ RG: ____  JL:         DA:         (__)
Only necessary if proposal 9 doesn’t pass
I, Brandon Burns propose that we add the following bullet point to KGE SOP 4.1.3:
Send out copies of the agenda through the KGE emailer within 14 days of each scheduled BOD meeting

Why:  Again, this is so that the membership can, not only, view the agenda in good time before the meeting
they can also contact board members to convey their feelings on the matters being addressed.  

2012/06/03 – 19 2nd: __ TS: ____ BB: _____ RG: ____  JL:         DA:         (__)

I Raymond Gallerani propose that we strike K1G-001 SOP section8.4.1.1

8.4.1.1 PrepaymentDiscount

Anyone pre-payingtheir K1 Event Dues for a regular event (either in-person or online) shall beeligible for a
$10 discount. 

And replace with  

8.4.1.1 PrepaymentDiscount

K1 Event Dues (fora regularly scheduled event) that are paid in full at least one week prior tothe start of the
event are eligible for a discount of $10.

A strictinterpretation of the current wording prohibits giving a discount for an eventfee to anyone whose 
dues are paid by someone else. Also - Giving someone a $10 discount(plus fees) for using paypal seems a 
bit excessive. 

However givingsomeone a $10 discount for pre-registering a week (or more) prior to the event(and 
therefore giving our staff a heads up on who is attending the event) lendsa significant amount of value to 
this policy.

 
12) New Business Time:____
2012/08/05 – 1 2nd: __ TS: ____ BB: _____ RG: ____  JL:         DA:         (__)



I, Brandon Burns, propose that we suspend bullet point 1 from KGE POL-001 for Summer Feast.

Why:  I believe making this a dry event will devastate the attendance.  There are at least 2 brewers that 
were intending on coming with friends to sample new products and potentially introduce new players to the
game.  As far as liability is concerned, firstly, this is covered by our insurance.  Secondly, because KGE 
isn’t serving alcohol to the attendees we aren’t liable.  

2012/08/05 – 2 2nd: __ TS: ____ BB: _____ RG: ____  JL:         DA:         (__)
Members of the board,

     Attached are a couple requests from the K1 GM, Craig Jarvis, to build a wall and some modular cubes 
for use during modules. He would like to start as soon as possible. I approve of these because I think they 
will help create better story-telling and a better atmosphere for the player base. They will help immerse the 
players in the game more. Thank you.
V/R
Keri Zimmerman
2012 KGE Web Admin 1st
2012 KGE Acting Building and Land Director 1st

2012/08/05 – 3 2nd: __ TS: ____ BB: _____ RG: ____  JL:         DA:         (__)
BoD Members,

This is a request submitted by Therle Dregansky to build a new temple over the old temple grounds. I have 
sent him an email requesting 2D drawings of the fence that would be built. I am submitting this for the 
August meeting with the understanding that I will receive the drawings within the next week. Below is a 
detailed description of what will be built on the site.

V/R
Keri Zimmerman
2012 KGE Web Admin 1st
2012 KGE Acting Building and Land Director 1st

2012/08/05 – 4 2nd: __ TS: ____ BB: _____ RG: ____  JL:         DA:         (__)

BoD Members,

Attached is the building request for Bien Amar to build a gatehouse at the entrance to their camp for 
consideration at the August meeting.

V/R

2012/08/05 – 5 2nd: __ TS: ____ BB: _____ RG: ____  JL:         DA:         (__)
Here is the updated KGE Policy list for submission for the BOD meeting.  

For a quick run down, most big changes are bolded.  I removed the religion section as I feel it is a K1 
Policy not a KGE (if someone in another game wants to have religion, they could).  The nudity and drug 
use policy got moved over to mundane law, as it's a law and should be generally known.  Trash was moved 
to the BLD portion of the policy list.

I also added that changes can only happen at the first BOD meeting of the calender year.  I feel that this 
section of policy should be held more consistent then others.  Everything in here should not be changed on 
a whim.

If there are any questions, do not hesitate to email me.



Thanks
-Erich O

14) Rules Proposals:  Time:_____

15) Open Discussion – (Good and Welfare):Time:____
Cigarette Butts and policies

16) Motion to Adjourn:Time:_____
(Not debatable; goes to immediate majority vote)
All in favor

17) Chair announces next meeting parameters (date, time and location).
(The next Board of Directors meeting will be on 2012-10-07 at 1:00, location TBA)

***********

(List of any notes that the Secretary feels is pertinent for the meeting based on the proposals above.)

Attached:

  


